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1. INTRODUCTION
According to clinical, pathological, and biomechanical studies, the criteria that define a vulnerable
coronary atherosclerotic plaque (VP) are strongly linked to its morphology and composition (Fleg
et al., 2012; Naghavi et al., 2003; Virmani et al., 2000). Macrophage accumulation, large necrotic core
with a thin fibrous cap (<65 mm), and positive remodeling are common morphological characteristics
of inflammatory atherosclerotic lesions susceptible to rupture. Several techniques enable the imaging
of atherosclerotic plaques, including intravascular ultrasound (IVUS) (Cheng et al., 2014; Rioufol
et al., 2002), optical coherence tomography (Gessert et al., 2018; Sinclair et al., 2015), computed
tomography (Fayad et al., 2002), and magnetic resonance imaging (Cavalcante and Larose, 2016;
Larose et al., 2005), as well as hybrid techniques resulting from the combination of two or more
imaging modalities (Bourantas et al., 2017; Abran et al., 2014). Despite all these advances toward
diagnosing plaques, classifying them as vulnerable and ultimately identifying patients at high risk of
adverse coronary events remains an ongoing challenge.
Fibrous cap thickness (Capthick) is often regarded as a good predictor of plaque stability (Virmani
et al., 2000; Virmani, 2011). However, even a significant criterion for rupture as cap thickness is not
enough to give a definite assessment by itself. A study conducted by Virmani et al. (2000) involving
200 cases of sudden death evidenced that, while most culprit lesions (60%) were ruptured thin-cap
fibroatheromas, 70% of these patients also presented unruptured lesions with similar morphologies.
This suggests that cap thickness by itself cannot predict the likelihood of rupture, and that other
morphological and biomechanical characteristics must come into play.
To predict plaque instability, novel in vivo clinical imaging tools must be developed to simultaneously assess plaque morphology (Fleg et al., 2012; Farb et al., 1996) and mechanical properties of all
atherosclerotic lesion constituents (Ohayon et al., 2012). This could improve the approximation of the
thin-cap fibroatheroma peak cap stress (PCS), a key biomechanical rupture-risk parameter, obtained
through the use of the finite element method in structural mechanics (Ohayon et al., 2001, 2008; Finet
et al., 2004; Loree et al., 1992; Lee et al., 1993). Results presented in Chapter 16 of this volume show
that mechanical stress in coronary plaques is maximal at high elasticity gradient zones and more
specifically at the interface between cap and necrotic core in the plaque shoulder regions, making this
location a potential source of fissure or vulnerability. Moreover, the PCS may be significantly altered
when local microcalcifications are present in the thin fibrous cap (Cardoso and Weinbaum, 2018,
chapter 17 of this volume; Maldonado et al., 2013). In vitro experiments performed on human pathological coronary arteries have shown that intimal tissue rupture occurs at circumferential stress levels
near 394  223 kPa (Holzapfel et al., 2005).
When encountering a coronary lesion, the interventional cardiologist must analyze if the risk of
rupture it poses is significant enough to treat the patient using a surgical or percutaneous revascularization approach. Although helpful, the patient’s medical history and paraclinical tests are not
enough to give an adequate prognosis due to the unpredictable clinical course of atherosclerotic
lesions. Clinical imaging methods have a great potential for improving the crucial in vivo detection and
evaluation of VPs. Therefore, the development and validation of novel elasticity imaging tools and
their implementation on routine clinical examinations could be a valuable contribution toward proper
plaque assessment (Fleg et al., 2012).
Following this premise, several approaches to detect vulnerable plaques based on the determination
of their elastic properties have been proposed (Doyley, 2012). In 2004, the virtual histology technique,
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based on the parametric spectral analysis of the radio-frequency ultrasound backscattered echoes, was
developed by Volcano Therapeutics Inc. However, in the study by Thim et al. (2010) performed on
adult atherosclerosis-prone minipigs, no correlation was found between necrotic core size determined
by virtual and real histology, questioning the ability of virtual histology to detect rupture-prone plaques. Moreover, this technique does not allow an accurate quantification of the mechanical properties
of the plaque constituents, which is essential for the computation of intraplaque stress distribution. The
same year, our joint laboratories developed a robust IVUS strain-elastography approach (named EVE
for EndoVascular Elastography), based on an optical flow method to estimate the radial strain wall
induced by the natural cardiac pulsatile blood pressure (Maurice et al., 2004a,b). However, this method
did not overcome a main limitation related to the complex geometries of atherosclerotic plaques,
which alter the intraplaque strain fields and inhibit a direct translation into plaque mechanical
properties.
Several computational algorithms have been developed to attempt the reconstruction of elasticity
maps within the arterial wall based on the estimation of the strain field obtained with various IVUSbased techniques (Maurice et al., 2004a,b; De Korte et al., 2002). Either direct (Kim et al., 2004; Kanai
et al., 2003) or iterative (Baldewsing et al., 2008; Luo et al., 2006) numerical procedures were used.
Iterative methods depend mainly on two crucial elements: the performance of the optimization
algorithm that minimizes the error between the calculated and the measured strain or displacement
fields and the precision of the contours of the plaque constituents. This has led to the development of
several robust optimization algorithms to compute the elastic moduli of the plaque components
assuming a known plaque morphology (Khalil et al., 2006; Soualmi et al., 1997). Another interesting
solution was developed (Baldewsing et al., 2006) and extended (Baldewsing et al., 2007) by Van der
Steen’s group. It consisted of detecting lipid core contours, analyzing each inclusion separately, and
superposing these results to obtain the final mechanical solution. Regardless of the robustness of the
approach, it inherently neglected the mechanical interactions between inclusions, hindering the accuracy of the results in cases with neighboring inclusions, thus affecting the vulnerability prediction.
Since 2009, significant improvements have been performed and two powerful IVUS biomarkers of
coronary plaque instability (namely iPALP and iMOD for imaging palpography and modulography (or
morpho-elasticity), respectively) were developed in our joint laboratories (Gómez et al., 2019;
Tacheau et al., 2016; Bouvier et al., 2013; Deleaval et al., 2013; Le Floc’h et al., 2012, 2010, 2009).
A thorough review and classification of IVUS imaging models is beyond the scope of this work. In
this chapter, we present our two most recent IVUS imaging techniques developed for the in vivo
detection and mechanical characterization of vulnerable coronary atherosclerotic plaques.

2. INTRAVASCULAR ULTRASOUND IMAGE ANALYSIS
2.1 INTRAVASCULAR ULTRASOUND STRAIN-ELASTOGRAPHY
In our two modeling approaches (i.e., iPALP and iMOD), the strain of the atherosclerotic plaque
between two consecutive images (Imi and ImiD1) was obtained by considering the geometry of the
lesion at Imi as the reference configuration. First, the segmentation of the vessel boundaries (i.e., the
lumen and the external adventitia) was performed on the IVUS images using a fast-marching algorithm that combined region and contour information (Roy Cardinal et al., 2006); the resulting contours
were then corroborated by a cardiologist before proceeding. These contours delimitating the arterial
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wall determined the region of interest (ROI). Then, a rigid motion compensation was applied to the
IVUS sequence to dismiss the rotation observed between consecutive images. To do this, the polar
representations of each pair of successive frames Imi and ImiD1 was compared using a 2D correlation
of the ROI, and the shift with the maximal correlation was selected as the correcting angular
compensation to avoid the rotation artifact. This step was repeated until the complete sequence was
compensated for rotation. Finally, the radial strain was calculated using the Lagrangian speckle model
estimator (LSME) (Maurice et al., 2004a,b). This algorithm consists of dividing the IVUS image
within the ROI into a series of overlapping subwindows (or measurement windows, MWs) and then
calculates the displacement of each MW between Imi and ImiD1 using a 2D cross-correlation analysis,
thus computing a displacement field. The LSME algorithm was formulated as a nonlinear minimization problem based on the optical flow equations
 solved for each MW and allows direct assessment
of the spatial IVUS radial strain distribution ε LSME
(Maurice et al., 2004a,b). The detailed
RR
description of the LSME strain elastography algorithm including its governing equations has been
published by our group (see Appendix A in Majdouline et al. (2014)).

2.2 TANGENT STIFFNESS MATRIX OBTAINED FROM TWO CONSECUTIVE
INTRAVASCULAR ULTRASOUND IMAGES
As explained previously, the proposed constitutive model takes the plaque configuration at the preceding frame Imi as the reference, and not the zero-stress configuration R. Consequently, we used a
linear tangent elasticity procedure (Holzapfel, 2000), which remains valid as long as the absolute local
incremental strain amplitudes between the two consecutive IVUS images Imi and ImiD1 are <2%.
The relationship between the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress S and the right Cauchy-Green tensor C
(or the Lagrangian strain tensor E ¼ (C  I)/2) is nonlinear:
S¼2

vj vj
¼
vC vE

(20.1)

where j is the strain energy function per unit of undeformed volume (i.e., at configuration R associated to coordinates X). This relationship could be linearized with respect to an incremental
displacement u defining the transformation going from Imi to ImiD1 (Bonet and Wood, 1997):
DS½u ¼ CIm /Im : DE½u
i

with

iþ1



DE½u ¼ FTR/Imi εðuÞFR/Imi and εðuÞ ¼ Vu þ ðVuÞT =2

(20.2a)

(20.2b,c)

where V indicates the gradient with respect to the coordinates at the current configuration Imi (i.e., x),
ε(u) is the small strain tensor, DS[u] is the resulting incremental second Piola-Kirchhoff stress, and
i
iþ1
CIm /Im is the symmetric fourth-order material elasticity tensor. In particular, if we assume that Imi
is the initial material configuration R (i.e., when x ¼ X and therefore FR/Imi ¼ I), the linearization of
Eqs. (20.2aec) yields to the classical linear elastic constitutive law:
SðuÞ ¼ C Im /Im : εðuÞ
i

iþ1

(20.3)
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Therefore, our computations were performed assuming linear elastic tissue response (i.e., C Im /Im
i
iþ1
remains constant) when the artery was pressurized with a small incremental blood pressure DPIm /Im
and under plane strain condition. Interestingly, this incremental procedure applied to a series of two
consecutive IVUS images (Imi, ImiD1 with i ¼ 1 to n) during the entire cardiac cycle sequence allowed
to highlight the nonlinear mechanical response of the plaque media (Le Floc’h et al., 2012).
i

iþ1

3. THE PALPATION TECHNIQUE iPALP FOR PLAQUE ANISOTROPY
CHARACTERIZATION
Two decades ago, Van der Steen’s group was the first to propose an elasticity palpography technique
for estimating the apparent stress-strain modulus of the arterial wall layer (Céspedes et al., 2000).
Their model was based on the mechanical behavior of a circular and concentric vascular wall and used
IVUS strain measurements as inputs. Later, our group improved this approach by considering realistic
anatomical cross-sectional shapes of atherosclerotic lesions (Deleaval et al., 2013). Despite the
promising results of these VP detection tools, they have suffered from the limitation of considering
tissues as isotropic materials. To overcome this, a subsequent study was designed by accounting for the
orthotropic mechanical properties of the arterial wall and lesion constituents (Gómez et al., 2019). An
elastic anisotropy index (AI) was defined based on the continuum mechanics theory. This novel
anisotropic elasticity-palpography techniquedsuccessfully applied to characterize atherosclerotic
coronary plaques and healthy vessels of patients imaged in vivo with IVUSdis presented below.

3.1 FORWARD PROBLEM: STRAIN FIELD DISTRIBUTION OBTAINED FROM
RECONSTRUCTED IVUS IMAGES
In this work, simulated IVUS images were used to test the accuracy and validate the performance of
the proposed inverse anisotropic elasticity-palpography technique. Fig. 20.1 illustrates the different
steps performed to reconstruct the IVUS radial strain-elastograms.
Finite element model. The 2D contours extracted from the IVUS image (i.e., R ¼ Ri ðqÞ and R ¼
Re ðqÞ where Ri ðqÞ and Re ðqÞ are the inner and outer radii of the artery cross section) were introduced
into Comsol finite element (FE) software (Structural Mechanics Module, version 4.3b, Comsol,
France), using the barycenter of the lumen area as the origin of the cylindrical coordinate system (R, q,
Z). The resulting cross-sectional profile of the plaque was extruded in the longitudinal direction of the
artery to create a 3D thin-sliced plaque (thickness ¼ 0.1 mm) geometry. Then, the deformed shape was
computed with a simulation using this 3D geometry meshed with six-node prism elements (w5000). A
blood pressure differential amplitude DP was applied at the lumen boundary. Since instantaneous
pressures were not recorded along with the IVUS acquisitions, a blood pressure differential amplitude
DP between 0.3 and 1 kPa (i.e., 2.2e7.5 mmHg) was assumed, corresponding to a realistic pressure
gradient between two successive IVUS
 frames (Le Floc’h et al., 2012, 2010, 2009).
The external artery wall ðR ¼ Re q had free boundary condition and the two cross sections of the
vessel segment (R-q planes, Z ¼ 0 and 0.1 mm) were constrained with sliding conditions, so that the
deformation would take place only in the R-q planes. In addition, the external nodes located on the four
cardinal directions (i.e., at R ¼ Re ðkp=2Þ with k ¼ 1 to 4) were subjected to circumferential
displacement limitations to avoid rigid rotations, resulting in more realistic inflation kinematics by
allowing free radial expansion of the wall during loading.
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FIGURE 20.1
Illustration of the different calculation steps performed to reconstruct the acoustic radio frequency
intravascular ultrasound (RF-IVUS) images and to extract the LSME spatial distribution of radial deformation
(εLSME
RR ) from these simulated RF-IVUS data (see Section 3.1 for more details).

The pathological vessels are composed of fibrous and soft necrotic tissues. The fibrotic plaque was
considered as orthotropic (Berthelot, 1999) and quasi-incompressible with initial mechanical properties coming from measurements performed on thick intima layers of nonatherosclerotic human
coronaries (Holzapfel et al., 2005; Chagnon et al., 2017). Soft necrotic core inclusions were modeled
as isotropic and quasi-incompressible (Lee et al., 1991). Mechanical properties for these media are
summarized in Table 20.1.
Simulation of IVUS images. To reconstruct the IVUS images, the open source software Field II
(Jensen and Svendsen, 1992) was used (Nayak et al., 2017; Poree et al., 2017; Fromageau et al., 2003)
(Fig. 20.1). Since each biological tissue has a distinct scattering amplitude, acoustic models were built
by randomly distributing scatterers over each nondeformed medium and adjusting the relative acoustic
scatterer amplitudes of blood, necrotic core, and fibrotic plaque to 10%, 15%, and 35%, respectively
(Maurice et al., 2004a,b Le Floc’h et al., 2010; Cardoso et al., 2012). To simulate two consecutive
IVUS images, first, we created an IVUS image of the initial nondeformed state (i.e., Imi). Then, using
the displacement from the FE simulation, the scatterers were repositioned to reconstruct the image
after the load is applied (i.e., Imiþ1). A single rotating piezo-electric element (600 mm diameter, 40
MHz central emission frequency) was modeled. An incremental circumferential rotation step of 0.7
degrees was set to get 512 lines of radio frequency (RF) signal for IVUS image reconstruction. A
sampling frequency of 400 MHz was mimicked to represent the RF signal (SVMI HD-IVUS system
ACIST Medical Systems, Eden Prairie, MN, USA). In these simulations, we assumed the centroid of
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Table 20.1 Orthotropic and isotropic mechanical properties and anisotropic index values AI
assigned to the quasi-incompressible fibrous plaque and soft necrotic inclusion media for our finite
element simulations.
Young’s moduli
(kPa)
Reference
(medium)
Fibrous
plaque
(intima)
(Holzapfel
et al.,
2005)
Necrotic
corea
(Loree
et al.,
1994)

ER

360

Eq

230

5

Shear
moduli
(kPa)

Poisson’s ratios
nRq

EZ

330

0.7370

nRZ

0.5289

nqZ

0.2627

0.49

GRq [
GRZ [ GqZ

30

Anisotropic
index (kPa)
AI

384.3

6.7

Isotropic (ER ¼ Eq ¼ EZ and nRQ ¼ nRZ ¼ nQZ).
Adapted from Gómez, A., Tacheau, A., Finet, G., Lagache, M., Martiel, J.L., Floc’h, S.L., et al., 2019. Intraluminal ultrasonic palpation
imaging technique revisited for anisotropic characterization of healthy and atherosclerotic coronary arteries: a feasibility study. Ultrasound
Med Biol 45 (1), 35e49.

a

the lumen coincident with the probe location. These sequences of simulated HD-IVUS images were
then processed using the LSME algorithm presented in Section 2.1 of this chapter.

3.2 INVERSE PROBLEM: THE ANISOTROPIC ELASTICITY-PALPOGRAPHY MODEL
The elastic AI was defined as the ratio of the averaged difference between the radial and circumferential stresses (sRR and sqq, respectively) over the averaged radial strain (εRR) along the radial axis:


R

 Ro ðqÞ

 Ri ðqÞ fsRR ðR; qÞ  sqq ðR; qÞgdR


(20.4)
AIðqÞ ¼
εðqÞ
with



Z

 Ro ðqÞ



εðqÞ ¼ 
εRR ðR; qÞdR
 Ri ðqÞ




(20.5)

where Ri ðqÞ and Ro ðqÞ are the inner and outer radii of the considered palpography domain (Upalpo),
respectively. A detailed description of the derivation of this index has been published by our group (see
Appendix II in Gómez et al. (2019)).
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Notice that, when considering a homogeneous pathological lesion made of the same quasiincompressible orthotropic medium (i.e., when ER ðR; qÞ ¼ E0R , Eq ðR; qÞ ¼ E0q and EZ ðR; qÞ ¼ E0Z ,
whatever the values of R and q), the amplitude of AI(q) remains constant and equal to
"
!
!#1
0
0
0
0
1
E
E
E
E
AI ¼ E0R 1 
(20.6)
1  R0 þ R0
1 þ 0Z  Z0
4
Eq EZ
E R Eq
This relationship remains true regardless of the geometry of the plaque and the palpography
domain considered Upalpo.
For a homogeneous incompressible transversely isotropic lesion (i.e., when ER ðR; qÞ ¼ E0R and
EZ ðR; qÞ ¼ Eq ðR; qÞ ¼ E0q , whatever the values of R and q), the AI amplitude is reduced to the
following constant:
2

4E0
AI ¼ 0 R 0
4ER  Eq

(20.7)

and finally to AI ¼ 4Eisotropic/3 for a homogeneous incompressible isotropic plaque (i.e., when
ER ðR; qÞ ¼ Eq ðR; qÞ ¼ EZ ðR; qÞ ¼ Eisotropic ). Table 20.1 gives the amplitudes of the anisotropy index AI for the considered mechanical properties of the fibrotic plaque and soft necrotic core.

3.3 QUANTIFYING THE ACCURACY OF THE ANISOTROPIC ELASTICITYPALPOGRAPHY MODEL
To investigate the accuracy of the AI-palpogram, we compared it to the exact palpogram (AIexact ),
which is obtained by computing the circumferential distribution of the averaged anisotropic material
constant CðR; qÞ along the radial axis:
Z Ro ðqÞ
1
AIexact ðqÞ ¼
CðR; qÞdR
(20.8)
Ro ðqÞ  Ri ðqÞ Ri ðqÞ
where
sRR ðR; qÞ  sqq ðR; qÞ ¼ CðR; qÞεRR ðR; qÞ

(20.9)

To quantify the cumulative error induced by both the proposed palpography technique and the
estimated IVUS-radial strain-elastogram, the following mean relative anisotropy index error MRAI
error
was defined:

Z 
100 2p AIðqÞ  AIexact ðqÞ
AI
MRerror ð%Þ ¼
(20.10)
dq
2p q¼0 
AIexact ðqÞ

3.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: THE PALPOGRAPHY IMAGING TOOL
Two studies were conducted to test and validate the performance of the AI-palpography-imaging tool.
In the first one (i.e., the feasibility study), the imaging technique was applied to several sequences of
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reconstructed HD-IVUS images of human coronary plaques, while in the second study, real IVUS
acquisitions and ex-vivo experiments were conducted on rabbit aortas.
The feasibility study. The anisotropic palpography technique was applied to a series of seven
geometries obtained from patients who underwent coronary IVUS at the Louis Pradel Cardiology
Hospital of Lyon (France) after a first acute coronary syndrome with troponin I elevation. Patients’
consent was obtained, and this study was approved by the ethical institutional review board of the
hospital.
One homogeneous eccentric atherosclerotic fibrous plaque geometry was used to validate the
proposed anisotropic elasticity-palpography technique (plaque #11, Fig. 20.2AeC). As expected,
the AI-palpogram remains almost constant whatever the angular position and a good accuracy between
the estimated (i.e., 360  15 kPa) and the exact (i.e., 384.3 kPa) mean (SD) AI amplitudes was
found. Additional simulations were performed on human VPs with one and two necrotic cores
(plaques #14 and #16, Fig. 20.2DeI). The obtained AI-palpograms successfully identified the locations of the soft inclusions and characterized quite accurately the change in the orthotropic material
properties from the fibrous to the soft tissues (Fig. 20.2DeI). For these vulnerable plaques, the mean
(SD) amplitudes of the estimated AI-palpograms (i.e., plaque #14: 392  30 kPa and plaque #16:
385  25 kPa) were close to the theoretical AI value of the fibrotic plaque (i.e., 384.3 kPa) at the
inclusion-free angular regions. Moreover, as expected, the estimated AI value was significantly lower
at the locations where the soft inclusions were present (see Fig. 20.2F and I). In total, the mean relative
error MRAI
error for all atherosclerotic cases (n ¼ 7) was of 36.94  60.97%, and the necrotic cores were
accurately detected for these seven VPs considered.
This new IVUS palpation imaging technique allows a proper quantification of the anisotropic
arterial wall apparent stiffness using IVUS radial strain field and blood pressure data. The
AI-palpogram is highly responsive to mechanical heterogeneities, effectively capturing the drop in
mechanical properties when encountering soft inclusions within the atherosclerotic lesion
(Fig. 20.2DeI). An interesting aspect of the AI index is that it incorporates the Young’s moduli of the
plaque constituents and, although it cannot identify them individually, it can give some insight into
the relationships between them. The AI is proportional to the radial Young’s modulus and depends on
the two stiffness ratios k1 ¼ Eq/ER and k2 ¼ EZ/ER. More specifically, Eq. (20.6) shows that an increase
of AI may be due to either an increase of ER and EZ or a decrease of Eq.
Animal study: Ex vivo experiment. Experiments were performed on healthy aortas to acquire
RF-IVUS sequences, histologic data, and elasticity measurements from the same arterial section.
Animal population consisted of two Watanabe rabbits. Rabbit aortas have similar dimensions to
those of human coronaries (Abela et al., 2016). The following protocol was conducted. After general
anesthesia, rabbits were euthanized, and the thoracic and abdominal aortas were immediately harvested in a 4 C Krebs-Henseleit (KH) solution. The length of the samples was measured before
excision in order to later reproduce the longitudinal in situ stretch of the artery on the experimental
bench. The surrounding tissue was removed after dissection and the arteries were submerged on the
KH solution bath during all manipulations to avoid tissue deterioration. Later, the arterial sections
were mounted on an experimental bench to acquire IVUS images with pressure recordings. The
IVUS platform used to record the RF signal was the GALAXY2 (Boston Scientific, Watertown, MA)
equipped with a 30 MHz Atlantis SR Pro 3.6 F catheter. Dynamic pressure profiles of small amplitudes were applied for the image acquisitions; the results presented here were extracted from
sequences with cyclic sinusoidal dynamic pressure at 30 beats per minute (peristaltic pump model
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(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

(E)

(F)

(G)

(H)

(I)

FIGURE 20.2
Performance of the anisotropic elasticity-palpography algorithm iPALP to detect and characterize the
mechanical properties of human coronary atherosclerotic plaques using reconstructed-IVUS images. (AeC)
Nonvulnerable fibrous plaque (plaque #11); (DeF) vulnerable plaque with one necrotic core (plaque #14);
(GeI) vulnerable plaque with two necrotic cores (plaque #16). (A, D, G) Plaque geometries (red contours),
palpography domains (blue contours), and estimated LSME radial strain-elastograms. (B, E, H) IVUS images
with AI-palpograms. (C, F, I) Comparisons between exact and estimated (curve iPALP) AI(q) palpograms.
Areas shaded in yellow indicate the locations of the necrotic cores.
Adapted from Gómez, A., Tacheau, A., Finet, G., Lagache, M., Martiel, J.L., Floc’h, S.L., et al., 2019. Intraluminal ultrasonic
palpation imaging technique revisited for anisotropic characterization of healthy and atherosclerotic coronary arteries: a feasibility
study. Ultrasound Med Biol 45 (1), 35e49.

1405 PBP, Harvard Apparatus, USA). The maximal and minimal mean cyclic pressure amplitudes
were of 2.10 and 2.60 kPa, and a mean incremental pressure amplitude DP close to 0.025 kPa was
used to extract a series of 300 sets of two consecutive RF-IVUS images (Imi, ImiD1 with i ¼ 1 to
300). This results in small displacements and allows the use of the small strain hypothesis (see
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(C)

FIGURE 20.3
Performance of the anisotropic elasticity-palpography algorithm iPALP to characterize ex vivo a healthy aortic
wall of a Watanabe rabbit (Rabbit #S2) using experimental RF-IVUS images acquired with a Boston Scientific
GALAXY2 IVUS system. (A) Vessel geometry (red contours), palpography domain (blue contour), and
estimated LSME radial strain-elastogram. (B) One IVUS image of the IVUS sequence with mean AIpalpogram. (C) Mean estimated AI-palpogram with its standard deviation. A series of n ¼ 296 AI-palpograms
were computed based on a recorded IVUS sequence of 300 images.

Section 2.2). Even though these do not represent in vivo and pathological conditions, they allow the
evaluation of the AI-palpography algorithms’ capabilities to extract the elasticity of the arterial
tissues. After the IVUS acquisitions, sections of 10 and 16 microns (selected in the IVUS-imaged
zone) were obtained with a microtome to be used in atomic force microscopy (AFM) and immunohistological stainings. Mechanical testing was performed on several sites over the arterial wall
cross sections with a servo-controlled AFM (Nanowizard II, JPK instruments, Berlin, Germany).
Serial 16 mm-thick vessel sections were mounted on Poly-L-lysine slides (Thermo-Scientific,
France). The arterial walls, including the intima and media layers, were exposed for probing by
AFM. Tissue samples were kept in KH buffer. All AFM measurements were made in liquid at room
temperature, including cantilever calibration. For all specimens, mechanical testing was completed
within 4 hours of harvesting the sample (a detailed description of the AFM protocol is given in
Tracqui et al. (2011)). The AFM experimental protocol allows only the characterization of the initial
Young’s modulus in the longitudinal axis direction of the vessel (i.e., Ez). Therefore, we referred to
the literature published on rabbit to (1) extract an estimate of the two other initial Young’s moduli,
namely in the circumferential (close to Eq ¼ 90 kPa; see Fig. 20.3 in Hasegawa and Watanabe
(1988)) and radial (ER ¼ 42.8  3.7 kPa; see Fig. 20.4 in Matsumoto et al. (2002)) directions, and (2)
to confirm that our measured mean longitudinal Young’s modulus value Ez is in agreement with
published results by Hasegawa and Watanabe (Ez ¼ 80 kPa; see Fig. 20.3 in Hasegawa and Watanabe
(1988)). Biological characterization was achieved by means of two different histologic staining
methods: hematoxylin eosin saffron (HES) trichromatic staining and Oil Red O.
Fig. 20.3 presents the resulting mean AI-palpogram computed for the healthy thoracic rabbit aortic
cross section #S2. To check the reproducibility and the performance of the anisotropic elasticitypalpography technique we computed n ¼ 296 AI-palpograms from a sequence of 300 IVUS images. The amplitude of the mean AI has been found to be quasi-uniform (76.7  9.1 kPa). This mean
AI value was compared to AI ¼ 94.8 kPa, which is the value calculated (using Eq. 20.6) by considering
the mean value of the longitudinal Young’s moduli measured by AFM (i.e., Ez ¼ 53.4  60.1 kPa) and
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FIGURE 20.4
Illustration of the successive calculation steps performed in our plaque elasticity reconstruction algorithm
iMOD based on a segmentation-driven optimization procedure using LSME strain measurements. DWS,
dynamic watershed segmentation; LSME, Lagrangian speckle model estimator; MST, modified Sumi’s
transform; PFEM, parametric finite element model; RMS, root mean square (see Section 4.1 for more details).
Adapted from Le Floc’h, S., Cloutier, G., Finet, G., Tracqui, P., Pettigrew, R.I., Ohayon, J., 2010. On the potential of a new IVUS
elasticity modulus imaging approach for detecting vulnerable atherosclerotic coronary plaques: in vitro vessel phantom study. Phys
Med Biol 55, 5701e5721. © Institute of Physics and Engineering in Medicine. Reproduced by permission of IOP Publishing. All
rights reserved.

the published amplitudes of the circumferential and radial Young’s moduli Eq ¼ 90 kPa and ER ¼
42.8 kPa, respectively. It should also be noted that the amplitudes of the longitudinal Young’s moduli
measured by AFM (Ez ¼ 53.4  60.1 kPa) are of the same order of magnitude as that measured by
Hasegawa and Watanabe (1988) (Ez ¼ 80 kPa).
All together, these previous results demonstrate the promising benefit of the anisotropic elasticitypalpography computer-assisted imaging tool iPALP to perform in vivo detection and quantitative
characterization of healthy and pathological arteries.

4. THE MORPHO-ELASTIC BIOMARKER iMOD
Morpho-elastic reconstruction of atherosclerotic lesions (i.e., modulogram), based solely on radial
strain field measurement, was a challenge addressed by several authors (Doyley, 2012; Baldewsing
et al., 2005, 2008; Richards and Doyley, 2011). Our group demonstrated that by preconditioning the
algorithm based on the best estimate of the boundaries of all plaque components, we could improve the
elasticity reconstruction (Tacheau et al., 2016; Le Floc’h et al., 2012, 2010, 2009).
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Therefore, an original preconditioning step, to first obtain the atherosclerotic lesion morphology,
and then an iterative algorithm combining a dynamic watershed segmentation (DWS) method with an
optimization procedure were proposed to reconstruct the transmural spatial elasticity distribution.
Three main studies were conducted in our collaborative research program to test the performance
of the plaque-imaging modulography tool iMOD based on recorded RF-IVUS sequences:
- The first one was to study in vitro, using two polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) cryogel vessel phantoms,
the potential of iMOD to characterize the vessel wall and to detect soft inclusions (Le Floc’h et al.,
2010).
- The second one was to test ex vivo the potential of iMOD to characterize healthy rabbit aortic
vessels (Deleaval, 2013).
- The third one was to test the clinical potential of iMOD to identify VPs based on RF-IVUS
sequences obtained in seven patients referred for directional coronary atherectomy intervention
(Le Floc’h et al., 2012).

4.1 THE MORPHO-ELASTIC BIOMECHANICAL MODEL
The iMOD algorithm was designed to calculate the elasticity map of the arterial wall from the IVUS
radial strain field. An illustration of all successive steps performed in the iMOD morpho-elastic algorithm is given in Fig. 20.4.
Modified Sumi’s transform (MST) criterion. We extended the Sumi and Nakayama (1998)
method from its original plane stress condition to one of plane strain to define our contour detection
algorithm of elastic heterogeneities. Assuming a linear isotropic elastic response between two successive frames Imi and Imiþ1 (see Section 2.2 of this chapter), an incompressible heterogeneous plaque
medium and neglecting gravity and inertial forces, the local equation gives the following relationship:
VE 3 1 Vp
¼ ε
þ H with H ¼ ε1 V$ε
E
2
E

(20.11a,b)

where E, p, and ε are the local Young’s moduli, the Lagrange multiplier, and the strain tensor,
respectively.
Since the Lagrange multiplier p cannot be estimated experimentally, we used the second term of the
right-hand side of Eq. (20.11a) to highlight the Young’s modulus discontinuity boundaries:
dW ¼ H$dX

(20.12)

where dX is the elementary position vector in the undeformed configuration. The amplitude of the
morphologic criteria dW was computed to obtain the MST-image. In practical situations, the radial
strain εRR is the most reliable estimated component of the strain tensor ε when using the LSME
technique. Therefore, the criterion was simplified by neglecting the shear strain in the R-q plane (i.e.,
εRq ¼ 0). Moreover, due to the incompressibility constraint, the circumferential strain component εqq
was approximated by εRR.
The successful morpho-elastic reconstruction maps validated a posteriori the relevance of this
choice. Then, a DWS operation (Watershed function, Imaging Tool Box, MATLAB, version 7.6, the
MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) is applied to the MST-field to obtain the plaque mechanical heterogeneities, treated as preconditioning regions. We assume a uniform stiffness for each of these regions
and compute their Young’s moduli with an optimization process (Optimization Lab Module,
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COMSOL, version 3.5, COMSOL Inc, Grenoble, France) that minimizes the root mean square (RMS)
error between the radial strain field computed with a parametric finite element model (PFEM) and the
IVUS radial strain field estimated by the LSME. The DWS and optimization are repeated, increasing
the number of regions to account each time for smaller heterogeneities, until the RMS error between
two successive iterations is below the designated threshold of 105. A sequential quadratic programming algorithm with a numerical estimation of the gradient by the adjoint method (Gill et al.,
2005) was used for the optimization procedure. Summarizing, the iMOD tool comprises three algorithms: the MST algorithm to extract a pseudo-gradient elasticity map (MST-field), the DWS segmentation procedure to extract the inclusions’ contours, and the optimization algorithm that provides
the Young’s moduli for the detected regions. A detailed description of the plaque-imaging algorithm
iMOD can be found in Le Floc’h et al. (2009).

4.2 VALIDATION OF THE MORPHO-ELASTIC RECONSTRUCTION IMAGING TOOL
Two studies were conducted to test and validate the performance of the imaging morpho-elastic
reconstruction tool iMOD.
Validation study: In vitro vessel phantoms. Three vessel phantoms were fabricated from PVA
cryogel, a widely used polymer material mimicking passive biological tissues. Phantom manufacturing
followed the protocol described by Fromageau et al. (2007); using a 10% weight solution of PVA in
water and adding a 3% weight of Sigmacell particles (Sigmacell cellulose type 50, Sigma Chemical, St
Louis, MO, USA) as scatters. Polymerization was achieved by one to six freeze-thaw (F-T) cycles,
depending on the mechanical properties desired for each region. Three cylindrical concentric vessel
phantoms were made, one homogeneous (one F-T cycle), and the others with one and two soft inclusions
(vessel wall with six F-T cycles and inclusions with one F-T cycle), respectively. Cross-sectional IVUS
image sequences were acquired while the phantoms were mounted in a bench, with quasi-static pressure
provided by a water column. Images at 10 different pressure steps were captured with an IVUS scanner
(model In-Vision Gold, Volcano Therapeutics) equipped with a 20 MHz IVUS catheter. Images were
digitalized using an external data-acquisition system (model Remora, Volcano Therapeutics). The mechanical properties of all PVA cryogel media used to fabricate our vessel phantoms were investigated by
performing compression tests using a dynamic mechanical analyzer (DMA; GABO Eplexor, Ahlden,
Germany, load cell of 25N, sensor sensitivity of 104 at full range).
The elasticity reconstruction performed on the homogeneous PVA cryogel phantom (phantom #1)
is presented in Fig. 20.5. A computed quasi-uniform Young’s modulus distribution was found with a
mean value of 29.6  4.0 kPa . This amplitude agrees with the measured mean amplitude of
17.6  3.4 kPa found when performing DMA mechanical tests on this PVA cryogel medium.
The elasticity reconstruction conducted on the heterogeneous PVA cryogel phantom made of two
soft inclusions (phantom #3) was also successfully estimated (Fig. 20.6). The imaging tool iMOD was
able, not only to extract accurately the morphologies and locations of the two soft heterogeneities, but
also to reasonably quantify the Young’s moduli of the soft inclusions (computed ¼ 19.3  12.9 vs.
measured ¼ 17.6  3.4 kPa) and surrounding media (computed ¼ 168.6  128.1 vs. measured ¼
145.4  31.8kPa).
Interestingly, in this study we showed that the IVUS modulography algorithm iMOD was also able
to highlight the nonlinear mechanical properties of the PVA by analyzing a series of successive
modulograms during an increase in blood pressure. Because the mechanical property of the PVA
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FIGURE 20.5
Performance of our elasticity reconstruction algorithm iMOD to characterize locally the mechanical properties
of the homogeneous vessel phantom wall using experimental RF-IVUS images acquired with a Volcano
Therapeutics REMORA IVUS system. (A) IVUS image (the red contours delimit the boundaries of the vessel
wall); (B) cross-section image of the homogeneous cryogel vessel phantom; (C) measured LSME radial strain
field obtained by using the Lagrangian speckle model estimator (LSME). This strain field results from two
consecutive IVUS images recorded at a pressure of 0.25 and 0.5 kPa, respectively; (D) spatial pseudogradient elasticity field dW (Eq. 20.12) resulting from the modified Sumi’s transform (MST) procedure.
Contours of the elastic heterogeneity domains were obtained thanks to the dynamic watershed segmentation
(DWS) method; (E) final Young’s modulus map (or modulogram); (F) resulting computed radial strain map
obtained when performing a finite element simulation with the final modulogram presented in (E).
Qualitatively, there is a noticeable good agreement between the PFEM-computed (F) and IVUS-measured
(C) radial strain distributions.
Adapted from Le Floc’h, S., Cloutier, G., Finet, G., Tracqui, P., Pettigrew, R.I., Ohayon, J., 2010. On the potential of a new IVUS
elasticity modulus imaging approach for detecting vulnerable atherosclerotic coronary plaques: in vitro vessel phantom study. Phys
Med Biol 55, 5701e5721. © Institute of Physics and Engineering in Medicine. Reproduced by permission of IOP Publishing. All
rights reserved.

cryogel is nonlinear, we investigated the potential of the modulography algorithm to sense the strain
hardening of the gel by taking advantage of the series of cross-sectional IVUS images acquired from
the phantoms #2 and #3 at each pressure step. A series of 10 modulograms were computed by
considering 10 sets of two successive IVUS images acquired during the pressure-loading period. By
using this protocol, we successfully quantified the increase in Young’s moduli with strain from all
computed modulograms (see Figs. 8 and 9 in Le Floc’h et al. (2010)).
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FIGURE 20.6
Performance of our elasticity reconstruction algorithm iMOD to characterize locally the mechanical properties
of the heterogeneous vessel phantom wall with two soft inclusions using experimental RF-IVUS images
acquired with a Volcano Therapeutics REMORA IVUS system. (A) IVUS image; (B) cross-section image of the
heterogeneous cryogel vessel phantom; (C) measured LSME radial strain field resulting from two consecutive
IVUS images recorded pressures of 4 and 4.5 kPa, respectively; (D) spatial pseudo-gradient elasticity field
with the potential contours of the elastic heterogeneity domains with contours of the elastic heterogeneity
domains; (E) final Young’s modulus map (or modulogram); (F) resulting computed radial strain map obtained
when performing a finite element simulation with the final modulogram presented in (E). Qualitatively, there is
a noticeable good agreement between the PFEM-computed (F) and IVUS-measured (C) radial strain
distributions.
Adapted from Le Floc’h, S., Cloutier, G., Finet, G., Tracqui, P., Pettigrew, R.I., Ohayon, J., 2010. On the potential of a new IVUS
elasticity modulus imaging approach for detecting vulnerable atherosclerotic coronary plaques: in vitro vessel phantom study. Phys
Med Biol 55, 5701e5721. © Institute of Physics and Engineering in Medicine. Reproduced by permission of IOP Publishing. All
rights reserved.

Animal study: Ex vivo experiment. For this study, we used the same rabbit population presented
earlier (see Section 3.4 of this chapter). In Fig. 20.7 we present a preliminary result showing the
capabilities of our elasticity reconstruction algorithm iMOD to characterize locally the Young’s
modulus of a healthy aortic wall of a Watanabe rabbit using experimental RF images acquired with an
IVUS system. Our result shows that the mean modulogram amplitude (57.9  49.2 kPa, Fig. 20.7E)
agrees quite well with the mean Young’s modulus of 53.4  60.1 kPa obtained by performing AFM
mechanical tests on n ¼ 24 random locations of the vessel wall and by assuming the arterial wall as
homogeneous, isotropic, and quasi-incompressible.
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FIGURE 20.7
Performance of our elasticity reconstruction algorithm iMOD to characterize ex vivo the mechanical properties
of a healthy aortic wall of a Watanabe rabbit (Rabbit #S2) using experimental RF-IVUS images acquired with a
Boston Scientific GALAXY2 IVUS system. (A) IVUS image (the red contours delimit the boundaries of the
vessel wall); (B) trichrome, hematoxylin, erythosine, safran (HES) staining of the healthy aortic wall where
nucleus, cytoplasm, and fibrosis are in blue, pink, and yellow, respectively (no atherosclerotic lesion was
observed); (C) measured LSME radial strain field resulting from two consecutive IVUS images recorded at
pressures of 2.3 and 2.23 kPa, respectively; (D) spatial pseudo-gradient elasticity field dW (Eq. 20.12)
resulting from the modified Sumi’s transform (MST) procedure. Contours of the elastic heterogeneity domains
were obtained thanks to the dynamic watershed segmentation (DWS) method; (E) final Young’s modulus map
(or modulogram); (F) resulting computed radial strain map obtained when performing a finite element
simulation with the final modulogram presented in (E).

5. FROM MODEL TO PATIENT
The performance of the elasticity reconstruction method iMOD was investigated on IVUS sequences
obtained from seven patients scheduled for directional coronary atheroctomy (DCA) intervention (Le
Floc’h et al., 2012). The protocol was approved by the Review Ethical Committee of Sendai University
Hospital and patients gave their written consent. Imaging sequences consisting of 30 frames were
recorded with a 40 MHz IVUS catheter connected to a Galaxy II echograph (Boston Scientific, Natick,
MA, USA). Because no pressure measurements were performed during the clinical protocol, the blood
pressure differential was calculated by assuming a linear variation between diastolic and systolic
pressures.
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During the DCA procedure, arterial sections were excised using a specially designed catheter
(Flexicut, Guidant Corporation, Santa Clara, CA, USA). Samples were fixed in 10% formalin,
embedded in paraffin and cut into 4 mm slices using a microtome. Then they were stained with
Elastica-Masson’s trichrome to quantify the constituents of the seven excised lesions.
Based on the recorded RF-IVUS-sequences, 29 and 28 modulograms were computed for patients
#9 and #11, respectively. These two data sets show that the diastolic phase of the cardiac cycle is the
best time interval to obtain reproducible modulograms. Figs. 20.8 and 20.9 display the representative
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FIGURE 20.8
Performance of our elasticity reconstruction algorithm iMOD to characterize in vivo the mechanical properties
of a human atherosclerotic plaque (patient #9) using experimental RF-IVUS images acquired with a Boston
Scientific GALAXY2 IVUS system. (A) IVUS image (the red contours delimit the boundaries of the vessel wall);
(B) spatial distribution of the RF-correlation coefficient; (C) measured LSME radial strain field obtained by
using the Lagrangian speckle model estimator (LSME); (D) spatial pseudo-gradient elasticity field dW (Eq.
20.12) resulting from the modified Sumi’s transform (MST) procedure. Contours of the elastic heterogeneity
domains were obtained thanks to the dynamic watershed segmentation (DWS) method; (E) final Young’s
modulus map (or modulogram); (F) resulting computed radial strain map obtained when performing a finite
element simulation with the final modulogram presented in (E). Qualitatively, there is a noticeable good
agreement between the PFEM-computed (F) and IVUS-measured (C) radial strain distributions.
Adapted from Le Floc’h, S., Cloutier, G., Saijo, Y., Finet, G., Yazdani, S.K., Deleaval, F., et al., 2012. A four-criterion selection
procedure for atherosclerotic plaque elasticity reconstruction based on in vivo coronary intravascular ultrasound radial strain
sequences. Ultrasound Med Biol 38 (12), 2084e2097.
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FIGURE 20.9
Performance of our elasticity reconstruction algorithm iMOD to characterize in vivo the mechanical properties
of a human atherosclerotic plaque (patient #11) using experimental RF-IVUS images acquired with a Boston
Scientific GALAXY2 IVUS system. (A) IVUS image; (B) spatial distribution of the RF-correlation coefficient;
(C) measured LSME radial strain field; (D) spatial pseudo-gradient elasticity MST field with elastic
heterogeneity domains; (E) final Young’s modulus map (or modulogram); (F) computed radial strain map.
Adapted from Le Floc’h, S., Cloutier, G., Saijo, Y., Finet, G., Yazdani, S.K., Deleaval, F., et al., 2012. A four-criterion selection
procedure for atherosclerotic plaque elasticity reconstruction based on in vivo coronary intravascular ultrasound radial strain
sequences. Ultrasound Med Biol 38 (12), 2084e2097.

modulograms, RF-correlation coefficient, MST, and IVUS-estimated and PFEM-computed radial
strain maps obtained for these patients. Notice that a low value of the RF-correlation coefficient indicates a poor estimate of displacement due to either high acoustic noise or a low signal-to-noise ratio.
Qualitatively, we found noticeable good agreements between the PFEM-computed and IVUSmeasured radial strain distributions (see Fig. 20.8C and F and 20.9C and F).
Correlations between the patient’s modulogram and the histological analysis of the associated
excised lesion were considered relevant (see Fig. 20.8 in Le Floc’h et al. (2012)), but not enough (due
the small number of studied patients) to validate our plaque-imaging tools. Consequently, even if the
iPALP and iMOD imaging techniques show original and promising results, new in vivo clinical studies
in animals and complementary clinical studies are still needed to strongly validate these two techniques. Therefore, a new in vivo animal research program performed on pathological coronaries of
adult pigs has started in our laboratories.
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6. RELEVANCE OF THE TWO IMAGING TECHNIQUES AND THEIR
LIMITATIONS
6.1 WHEN TO USE THE PALPOGRAPHY OR MODULOGRAPHY TECHNIQUE
Compared to modulography, palpography is a faster imaging technique since it requires only direct FE
calculations to compute the palpogram. Although the palpography technique is sufficient to detect and
identify VPs, it does not allow us to characterize the degree of vulnerability of the imaged atherosclerotic lesion (i.e., to quantify PCS). Only the modulography technique allows it. These two
algorithms are therefore complementary and should be used in clinical practice as follows. The
interventional cardiologist could explore the coronary branches using the palpography mode and
visualize in detail the content of the coronary cross section of interest by activating the modulography
mode.

6.2 LIMITATIONS OF THE TWO IMAGING TECHNIQUES
Several limitations deserve to be pointed out for both imaging techniques, even if this chapter describes promising results. First, an important technical limitation remains the necessity to record the
blood pressure on patients during the IVUS acquisition sequences. Since blood pressure was not
measured for the previous clinical study (see Section 5), the modulograms were obtained by assuming
a bilinear pressure-time evolution during the cardiac cycle (varying between the end systolic and end
diastolic pressure amplitudes of the patient measured in clinical routine). Second, the influence of
residual stress/strain (RS/S) (see Chapter 19 of this volume) have been completely ignored in these
studies. Indeed, neglecting RS/S in structural analysis would bias the determination of the physiological spatial distribution of stresses but not the characterization of estimated mechanical properties
using palpography and modulography techniques. Finally, in order to take into account the dynamics
of the 2D IVUS sequence, our computational FE simulations were conducted in two dimensions by
assuming the plane strain constraint. This assumption remains reasonable since the plaque length is
large with regard to the radial dimension, which is often the case for mature VPs with high degree of
stenosis (Ohayon et al., 2005).

7. RELEVANCE FOR CLINICAL AND PHARMACOLOGICAL APPLICATIONS
Research has evidenced that plaque rupture depends on a complex combination of mechanical and
biological processes such as plaque erosion (Bentzon et al., 2014), macrophage-induced tissue
degradation (Naghavi et al., 2003), as well as other biological mechanisms linked to cellular
inflammatory reaction (Bentzon et al., 2014; Newby, 2006; Arroyo and Lee, 1999). Therefore, the
search for rupture biomarkers that merge both the mechanical and biological characteristics of
vulnerable plaques is a promising concept.
The stability of the plaque can be attributed to the mechanical properties of its components. A study
by Finet et al. (2004) shows that the peak cap stressda key predictor of plaque failuredis very
sensitive not only to the thickness of the cap, but also to the elasticity gradient between the necrotic
core and the fibrous cap. This demonstrates that even a small variation in structural properties can tilt a
vulnerable plaque from stability to instability. The effects that current statin-based treatments
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(Du et al., 2018; Mazzone et al., 2018; Nozue et al., 2012; Libby et al., 2002) and other emerging drugs
(Nicholls et al., 2016) have on atherosclerotic lesions are still unclear. By using the proposed modulography and palpography imaging techniques, clinicians could evaluate the change in mechanical
properties induced on the plaque by drug treatments, and possibly develop appropriate therapies for
their patients.
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